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of safety, should cover ground amounting to
Be it known that I, FRANK V. WRIGHT, a an acre wide in the delta region, while in
- citizen of the United States, residing at‘Ala other localities, Where greater height is re
meda, in the county of Alameda and State of quired, the acre space should be increased in 60
.
-_
'
‘
California, have invented certain new and proportion.
useful Im rovements in Methods of Concur
As a matter of fact, the land composing
_ To all whom it may concern:

rently Maintaining and Cultivating Levees,

of which the following is a speci?cation.

the levee surfaces is the richest and most 7
valuable portion, acre for acre of any given

My invention“ relates to the art of vmain- ' tract of reclaimed land.
10

taining levees, combined with their practical
utilization as farming areas.
My‘IHYBIItIOII consists in a novel

method

65

'

The levee“ surfaces border on the rivers

' and sloughs, and are, therefore, nearer to
transportation and closer to the water for .

> by which. the maintenance and cultivation of irrigation. The alluvial solid .deposit from‘
levees may be concurrently interdependent - the river bottoms,v for refertilizing. theland,
15 and highly economical. . Before stating my is close at hand; also the sloping surfaces of ,

method, it will be well to set forth present the levee give rapid and absolute drainage;
practice and its disadvantages, in order to and altogether the levees form anideal space
show by comparison the objects I seek and . of round foriintensive farming. .

the results of my method. .

.

he vastv amount of land - which con 75

Though I shall describe both the. present stitutes the levee system throughout the re
practice and my novel method as applicable claimed lands and the ‘delta region in‘ Cal
to the reclaimed lands of California, it is to ifornia runs into thousands of acres.
be understood that substantially the ‘same
It is with the object of concurrently main7
practices can be applied elsewhere.
taining and utilizing the vast ‘spaces of the
25
Throughout the reclaimed lands vof Cal now idle land, ‘which constitute the levees,
‘ifornia, the levees which protect these lands ‘ that my method has been evolved.
My method consists essentially as
from high water and tida over?ow, are 'llSll
if fol—

ally constructed and maintained by a ma
chine, known as the clam-shell'dredger.
30

I

lows':-I ?rst plant a crop on the levee sur

faces in rows, and make trenches between the 85

Levee maintenance by this machine does rows. . Then Iv raise mud-carrying water from
not permit of growing crops of any kind the bottom of the stream. This mud-carrying

' upon the surface of the levee, because the
35

80

water I distribute in the trenches in a quan

necessity for redredging the levee is liable .tity sufficient for irrigation and "for the de- .
to occur at any time, and growin crops ‘ posit of a\relatively thin layer of mud in 90
would become lost and smothered by t e sud said trenches. This distribution-of. the mud-'
den addition of solid mud of the depth of carrying water I repeat at intervals until
'
\ t
the "crop is harvested and the trenches are
For this reason it is customary to plow ?lled with mud.‘ Then I plant a new crop

two feet or more.

‘ and ‘harrow the levees in order to close up

in the mild-?lled trenches and I make new 95

the cracks caused by‘ the shrinkage of the trenches in the ground from which the ?rst
wet mud material“ dredged, for the purpose crop was‘ harvested. I then begin the dis
. of holding the structure up to ade; but not tribution of the mud-carryin ‘water to the
to plant anything of commercial importance new trenches and repeat itat intervals until

40

thereon.
the second crop is harvested and the new
45, The cost of this annualrepairing of the trenches ?lled‘ with mud. Then I‘ plant a

100

levee systems throughout the delta region third crop in the mud ?lled second trenches,
and reclaimed land districts is very great. ‘ and make a third'set of trenches in the,
The dredging of the levees, and afterward ground frcom which the second crop was har
v the lowing, and their subsequent harrowing vested‘; and thereafter I repeat‘ the cycle of 105

50 or ‘ working down”, become a very burden.

operatlons inde?nitely.

some- annual tax; .whilea further loss exists
In carrying out this method any suitable ‘in the fact that the land upon which the apparatus maybe employed. In the accom
55

levee stands is thus rendered waste and idle panying drawings, I show such portions of
as far as pro?t is concerned, by this system an apparatus as will convey an understand
of levee maintenance.
~
ing of the practice of my method.
' The levees, if they are built-from a point
In these drawings the ?gure is a general

110

I.

Q

Lacaees

view of a levee prepared for the practice of a high enough to clear all growth on the

my method and an apparatus by which it levee.

At the end of the boom the dis

charge pipe is branched into two ?exible
l is the levee. 2 is the Water course. 3 is hose-pipes 5, for the purpose of spreading
a dredger of the suction type. 4: is the dis the discharging material on both sides of
charge pipe line carried by the boom 4' and the levee from the top, each way, over the
extending to and held high enough above the levee surfaces. These hose-pipes each con
may be carried out.

\

levee to clear obstructions thereon.
10

From

nect with a distributer pipe 6 provided with

the suction pipe line is suspended by ?ex multiplied outlets 7. These two discharge
ible, slack connections 5, the distributers 6. pipes rest on either side of the levee, and
There may be one or more of these. I have
here shown two—one for the outer slope of
the levee and one for the inner slope.

-15

70

75

act as ground distributers of the discharg
ing material.
By means of the multiplied outlets 7 in

The distributer is a pipe having a plural these two pipes 6, the discharging material
ity or multiplicity of outlets 7, spaced apart is placed under perfect control; the velocity

by the distance between centers of the

80

is overcome; and the muddy water i?ows

trenches 8 formed in the levee. 9 are the gently in the direction desired, without any
rows of growing plants between which the erosion to the land-whatever.
‘
trenches are formed. The dredger sucks up
The multiplied outlets 7 may be opened
the mud-carrying water from the stream bot or shut off, and are so spaced apart, that a 85
tom and delivers it to the trenches through small stream of muddy water may be caused
the distributers 6. When a sufficient quan to flow down into trenches 8 through the
tity of said mud-carrying water is delivered, centers, between each row 9 of growing

20

the distributers are moved on their own

length; and that their travel‘ may be easy
‘ and accurate, they may-be provided with
rollers 11.
In» order to more fully understand the

necessities and use of the apparatus, thus
outlined, in carrying out my method, I, may

30

give a more detailed description as fol

crops, on one or both sides of the levee at

the same time, from the top of the levee,

90

down the sides to the bottom. '

After enough muddy material, say a rela
tively thin layer, has been delivered into
the trenches, down through the rows of
growing crops, and the ground has become 95
sufficiently saturated with the liquid ma

lows :—The method is one of combined terial for irrigation, the two'long distribu
levee maintenance and what may be termed ter pipe-s 6 are moved ahead to trenches
intensive farming. - In this method suction

dredging is a sine qua non, for only mud in
liquid for n, or as it may also be expressed,
water carrying mud in suspension can be

85

beyond, and in like manner further spaces
of the levee are dredged and the land irri 100)
gated.

_

The dredger may be equipped. with suit
used. Let us take four miles of levee 208 able machinery for ‘chopping or grinding

' feet, or one acre wide. This is 100 acres of
40 land surface. A dredge capable of taking

up peat, bundles of tule, straw or any other

cheaply gathered vegetable material and

105

care of'this amount of ground would be a

passing the same into the discharge pipe to
small unit equipped with a six inch sand be distributed with the discharging material.

pump, and machinery especially adapted for
.the work.

The digging ladder should be supplied

L45

with a water jet agitator, in place of the
ordinary steel cutter, for the reason that
the water jets will stir up the silt, sand and
clay, and will more thoroughly mix up these
~50.

di?erent earthy ingredients, comprising the

This may be used whenever a larger propor- . .

tion of humus substance is required to pre
vent the dredged material from becoming

110

too hard, or “baking.” It will also be well, I

whenever necessary, to raise the temperature

of the dredged material, during times of
frost and cold vweather.

By being able to irrigate with water only 115

river bottoms, than would a cutter, which slightly vwarmed, crops can be saved from
frequently delivers the mud in chunks; frost. To do this there may be a steam or
the object being to obtain a mixture of electric heating coil in the discharge pipe

55

mud and water, of about 20% solid ma
terial, well screened of chunks, so that it

leading to the boom on the dredger, which I

will warm the discharging material as much

will run without clogging through the pipes,‘ as desired; also on a dredger where gaso

120 .

into the numerous channels or trenches lene power is used, the warm water from

throughout the levee, where it will ‘be readily the cooling jacket of the engine may be
assimilated by the growing crops on the passed into the discharge pipe.
,.
60

65

Under my method the levee becomes more 125
Instead of the usual set pipe line to run permanent, each year that it is maintained;

I embankment.

the material ashore, the dredger will be with an increasing factor of safety, with the
supplied with a swinging derrick boom 4:, addition of time.
.
'
which carries the discharge pipe line over
Instead of crystallizing or “honey-comb
to'thecenter of the levee, and is held up ing,” the embaent, automatically, be;

130

1,262,898
comes higher, broader, and more solid, as nels are thoroughly saturated with the de
time passes on.

I

posits lof earthy material, from the suction

>

By‘ this method the levee will pay for its dredging and are su?iciently enriched to
maintenance, and show a large pro?t be grow‘ crops of the, same kind, or variety,
sides. The levees cease to be a, tax—a con again if desired, there being no necessity,
tinued ?nancial burden for maintenance, under this method, to rotate the crops, or
but will yield a greater income,——acre for rest the land in any manner whatsoever.
acre, than the interior lands, which are pro The object is to continuously plant, crop

70

tected by the same leveesj

104

_ '
7
after crop, as~ many as can be harvested,
These results, it will be seen, are obtained 7 during the entire year,» and of the sort, or 75

by suction dredging, especially adapted for kind which willbring in the most money.‘
the purpose, in combination with intensive

15

. It will be seen from the foregoing, that '

the suction dredging necessary for this
In practice, the suction dredger will work kind of levee maintenance, and done in the

farming.

_

continuously night and day, for six months manner heretofore described, is what con

80

out of the year, or a su?icient time to spread » stitutes the chief element in my intensive

gradually over the levee surfaces an amount
' of solid material two feet deep. This is the

farming; by making it possible to continu
ously plant on the same levee surfaces, crop '

levee maintenance, The surfaces of the
20

after crop, without rotation of crops or

levee, above the high water line, which

rest to the land. ‘It will be also seen that 85
should average 200 to 500 feet in width—' were it not for the income derived from the

according‘ to the height of the embankment, sales of the products of the intensive farm
ing, it would not be practicable nor possible
This is the cultivation and brings ;in the to give the levee the same attention, and to

_ are intensively farmed.

25

income.

_

_

expend upon it the same labor as is required ac

_

The farming operations being carried on to produce these crops by intensively farm- _
in conjunction with the suction dredging, the ing the levee surface.
two are interdependent.
30

The entire output _

The numerous channels or trenches which,

of the suction dredger is absorbed in the take up and distribute the entire output of
two-fold proposition of irrigation and ‘en the suction dredger, are an important fea 95
richment of the soil, accomplished by ture of this method. These trenches should
spreading or running the liquid muddy wa be su?iciently numerous to conduct the,
p,‘ ter down through the center of the rows of

growing crops on the levee surface.

muddy water away from the discharge

pipes upon the levee down through the rows
The cultivation necessary to plant and of growing crops without any erosion, and

harvest a continuous line of crops, on the

at the same time to be accurately spaced, so as

levee surfaces, is what is‘requ'ired to keep to give ample room for the growin . and ma
the levee from cracking on the outside, and turity of said growing crops.
fter one
crystallizing on the interior.
area of space is su?iciently irrigated the dis

The liquid mud thus gradually spread tributing pipes are moved ahead, vand the
annually to 2 .feet deep, ~together with the or down the river, or around the tract, in

upon the surfaces of the levee amounting‘ suction dredger, in like manner, moves up
water necessary to carry the mud in solu
tion, is what is required to enrich and irri

each case following up the levees with the
work of maintenance.
45 gate the ;soil in carrying on intensive
It will be seen that. the trenches through I'
.'
y
‘
the centers of rowslof growing crops, by
“Very frequent enrichment of the soil, means of which the discharging material

farming.

and constant irrigation, are required for from the suction dredger has been distrib
intensive farming, and this also. keeps the uted over the levee surfaces, have become
50 levee solid and free from cracks.

'

'

The usual method of'spreading practi

heavily impregnated with the alluvial soil
of the river bottoms; and these channel

cally at once about two feet of solid material, spaces are the ground where the next crop
renders the levee sterile for several months will. be planted, and the new channel is now
after such dredging. By my method the same dug where the previous crop was harvested.
55 amount of levee material, totaling 2 feet In this process, instead of rotating the ‘
in depth, is spread over the levee'surfaces crops, I change, or, rotate the places Where

gradually, together With the Water ;—enough the crops are planted, withthe places where

each Week to irrigate the growing crops on ‘the channels are dug.
the levee surfaces, and, at the same time ,to . It is necessary to evenly distribute the
enrich the soil for subsequent crops. material for levee maintenance, in order to
By the planting of subsequent crops, in hold the structure “up to grade” and this
the ?lled channels or trenches Where the result is obtained by systematically plant
muddy water was conducted‘ over the levee, ing the new crop, in the‘ channel, or trench

for the purpose of irrigating the previous. whichlirrigated the previous‘crop, and by

65 crops, it will be seen that these ?lled chan- ‘

digging the new trench for the purpose of

'

measee

A

irrigating the new crop in the place Where trenches at intervals until the crop is har
the previous crop was planted, as heretofore vested and the trenches are ?lled with mud;
planting a second crop in the mud-?lled
outlined.
By this method I have a system, which trenches, and making new trenches in the
provides continuously new enriched ground ground from which the ?rst crop was har
for planting the new crop, by utilizing the vested;

enriched space of ground which was hereto
- fore used for the irrigating channel for the

previous crop.

10

water in the new‘ trenches in quantity suf
?cient for irrigation of the new crop and
for the deposit of a layer of mud in said

The complete method forms an accurate, new trenches; repeating said distribution
uniform and reliable system of levee main of the mud-carrying water in the new
tenance.
I claim:

y

30

distributing said mud-carrying

35

trenches at intervals until the new crop is
harvested and the new trenches are ?lled

The method of concurrently maintaining with mud; planting a third crop in the mud
15 and cultivating levees which consists ‘ in

?lled second trenches and making third

planting a crop in rows upon the levee, and trenches in the ground from which the sec-.
making trenches between said rows; raising ond crop was harvested; and repeating the
from the bottom of the water course which cycle inde?nitely.
In testimony whereof I have signed my
the levee borders, water which carries mud
in suspension; distributing said mud-carry name‘ to this speci?cation in the presence of
ing water in the trenches between the crop two subscribing witnesses.

25

rows in quantity su?icient for irrigation
of the crop and for the deposit of a layer
of mud in said trenches; repeating said dis
tribution of the mud-carrying water in the

FRANK V.‘ WRIGHT.

Witnesses :

WM. JB‘. Boo'rrr,
D. B. RICHARDS.
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